ABSTRACT The quality assurance of fabrics is a fundamental issue in the textile manufacturing industry. Automatic and accurate detection of defects is one of the most important and challenging tasks in order to guarantee the quality of fabrics. In this paper, we propose an approach for the defect detection on textiles with patterned texture using a rule-based classification system and the local binary features. In our proposal, rules are automatically learned from the textile samples using a rough-set-based approach. The proposed system analyzes the texture of fabrics using a combination of local binary features, which have shown to be highly discriminatory. Our approach is performed in two stages: training and testing. During the training stage, binary features from both defective and defect-free images are extracted and used to formulate an ensemble of the rough-set-based rules. For the testing stage, we submit different samples of fabrics, and they are classified as defective or defect-free. The proposed method is quantitatively evaluated on an extensive dataset of images of the defective fabrics. These experiments show that the proposed approach results in higher accuracy, in comparison with those obtained by the state-of-the-art methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fabric quality inspection has been a central issue in the manufacturing industry for many years. One of the most problematic factors is the presence of defects, considering that the selling price of a defective fabric can drop by 45-65% if there are defects on it [1] . Traditionally, the defect inspection is performed by human experts. However, the most critical drawbacks of traditional inspection are the low performance (80% efficient at the most) and the low reliability [2] . Because of this, the development of automatic inspection systems would be useful for the textile industry.
Computer vision is one of the most effective tools used in the development of automatic inspection systems [3] - [5] . Systems based on the analysis of visual texture are widely used because the texture is a fundamental feature for the The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Ramakrishnan Srinivasan. characterization of fabrics. Different fabrics might have different kinds of texture, i.e. uniform, random, and patterned texture. Although the detection of defects on uniformly and randomly textured fabrics has been extensively studied [6] - [11] , the analysis of fabrics with patterned texture is still a challenging task [12] , [13] .
Patterned fabrics are those fabrics whose design consists of basic units periodically repeated. In the modern textile industry, there is a large number of different pattern designs, and it could be impractical to address each pattern separately. However, it has been established that all different designs can be classified into only 17 groups, according to their unit shape and its symmetry [14] . Several methods have been proposed to detect defects on patterned fabrics. Those methods are classified according to the number of groups that are able to analyze. The rest of the approaches are concentrated on the analysis of only one out of the 17 groups. Proposals based on co-occurrence matrices [15] , [16] , autocorrelation [17] , [18] , fractals [19] , wavelet transform [20] , [21] , Histograms of oriented gradients [22] , [23] , Fourier analysis [24] , Gabor filters [25] , [26] , and morphological operations [27] , have been proposed. Unfortunately, the number of defects that these systems can detect is limited, and the other 16 groups of patterns are not considered. In pursuit of a more robust method, approaches that include the other 16 groups have also been introduced. The studies by Jing et al. [12] , Ngan et al. [28] , and Farooq et al. [29] are samples of the golden image subtraction (GIS). GIS consists in taking a healthy sample as the perfect model and then, it is compared directly to test images. A drawback of the GIS-based methods is their susceptibility to alignment problems and noise. Recently, Jing et al. [12] proposed an improvement to the IS-based methods by pre-processing images using Gabor filters. However, they highlight the limitations of the method with patterned fabrics when there is a low contrast between the fabric and the defect.
Ngan and Pang [30] propose the use of periodicity analysis in defect detection through Bollinger bands. They claim that a periodicity discontinuity in the pattern of a fabric is a defect. The main drawback of this method is that it cannot detect defects smaller than one period. The use of regular bands was also introduced by Ngan and Pang [31] . This method, also based on the periodicity analysis, detects defects with high contrast in comparison to the rest of the surface. Thus, it is not sensitive to defects with low-contrast.
Recently, approaches based on decision regions have been proposed. Such methods learn a discriminatory criterion around normal samples. Usually, these strategies are trained and tested with the basic units of the patterned fabric. If a given test unit does not fall within the criterion, it is regarded as defective. Tajeripour et al. [32] propose decision boundaries using the log-likelihood ratio around local binary patterns. Yapi et al. [33] compute the Kullback-Leibler divergence to measure two statistical distributions of local textural distributions. An alternative approach is developed in [34] , where linear boundary regions are formulated based on the moving subtraction energy of the patterns and their variance. An improvement to such method is introduced in [35] , where ellipsoidal decision regions are computed based on Gaussian mixture models. Hamdi et al. [36] use a fixed threshold of GLCM-based features as a similarity criterion. Although these approaches were found to be effective in distinct cases, they present failures when detecting ambiguous cases, since the discriminatory criterion is not flexible.
In this paper, we propose the analysis of patterned fabrics using binary descriptors in a rule-based approach. Rule-based approaches have played an important role in modern intelligent systems for their applications such as planning, design, fault monitoring, diagnosis, etc. [37] , [38] . In this research, we explore the use of rough-set-based rules for the classification of basic units of patterned fabrics. The rough set theory is a mathematical approach introduced by Pawlak [39] , useful for dealing with vagueness and uncertainty in data analysis. The rough sets are useful when it is not possible to represent a concept with a precise criterion [40] . For the texture description, we propose a combination of two different features: the widely known Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [41] and a reduced version of the Coordinated Cluster Representation (CCR) [42] . These features are able to extract different kinds of information. Their main difference lies in how the binary patterns are extracted, either by a global or a local threshold for the CCR and the LBP, respectively. Our method extracts both attributes and concatenates them in a low-dimensional feature vector. After that, the features are submitted to a rule-based system, which stores and interprets knowledge of patterned fabrics in a useful way. The proposed method is evaluated on an extensive database of real defective and non-defective fabric images. Experiments show that our method leads to better results in comparison to other state-ofthe-art methods. From now on, we call our method RTA, for Rough-set-based Textile Analysis.
The present paper is structured in the following way. Section 2, describes the proposed approach along with the methods used to estimate the features. Section 3, presents the experiments performed on a database of real fabric images to validate our method. Finally, Section 4 provides a summary of this work and our concluding remarks.
II. RULE-BASED DEFECT DETECTION IN PATTERNED FABRICS
The theoretical background of the RTA method is described in this section. Firstly, the use of rough sets for the development of rules in classification tasks is introduced. After that, the features used to describe texture are defined. Finally, the overall textile analysis with binary features in a rule-based system is detailed at the end of the section.
A. ROUGH SETS FOR CLASSIFICATION
The rough set theory was introduced by Pawlak [39] , as a mathematical tool for dealing with imperfect and inconsistent data, in order to extract useful knowledge from it. Considering that some objects that belong to one class are described by the same values of features, others might not. In a pattern recognition system, the classification results may be inaccurate if a class is represented by a fixed criterion.
Rough set approaches handle inconsistencies of data using two sets, called lower and upper approximations. The lower approximation of the class X , R(X ), is a description of the universe of objects that are known with certainty as belonging to the set, whereas the upper approximation, R(X ), is the description of the objects that possibly belong to the set. This way of handling inconsistencies allows to represent the data in a set of rules. The difference between the upper and the lower approximations is called a boundary region, BN R (X ).
If the boundary region is empty, the concept X is called a crisp set. Such approximations are defined as in Eqs. (1)- (3).
where U is the universe of objects and [x] R is the elementary set containing x ∈ X . The rough set-based algorithms iteratively create a set of rules according to the description of classes. Usually, decision rules are represented as logical expressions of the form of Eq. (4).
For classification purposes, the left side of the rule, called antecedent, is an attribute condition. The right side of the rule is the consequent, i.e. the decision class. Such rules fall into three possible categories according to the sets of decision rules [43] : minimum (smallest number of decision rules), exhaustive (contains all discriminant decision rules), and satisfactory (contains only the rules that describe the class). Because there is not a single rule category, there is not a unique rough set method for the extraction of decision rules from data tables.
One of the algorithms most commonly used for extraction of rules is the MODLEM, introduced by Stefanowski [44] . The MODLEM uses class entropy or Laplace accuracy to evaluate the elementary conditions (attribute < value) or (attribute > value). The advantage of this algorithm is that it carries out simultaneously the discretization process and the rule induction. The first step of the algorithm is to sort the feature values to find the cut-points. The cut-points are mid-values between each feature value. These cut-points are evaluated using a class entropy or Laplace accuracy. After this evaluation, an elementary condition is chosen to cover more examples. This procedure is repeated for all features to find the best threshold condition. If this condition is not sufficient to complete the rule, the strategy is repeated until the full rule is induced. Then, the number of rules in the set is reduced to the minimum.
The MODLEM algorithm needs a set of parameters: the set of initial rules, the uncertainty measure, the condition of classification, and the matching type of the rules. In our study, the lower approximation of a class is selected for the initial rule set, in order to avoid uncertain data. The uncertainty measure used for the evaluation of the threshold conditions is the Laplace accuracy. The maximum likelihood estimation is then selected as the classification condition. The class is of the full matching type, meaning that it allows to classify objects uncovered by the rule. The implementation of the MODLEM algorithm used for the experiments is provided by Hall et al. [45] , an open-source data mining tool.
B. FEATURE EXTRACTION
Antecedents in rule-based approaches are features that describe a given object or class. The proposed RTA system uses a set of features in order to describe the inner texture of design units of patterned fabrics. Defining texture is a challenging task, and a considerable number of features intended to describe texture are found in the literature.
Fernández et al. [46] proposed a categorization of features, where an emerging class is defined: Histograms of equivalent patterns (HEP). Such features, characterize a texture image through the probability of occurrence of patterns associated with a neighborhood of a given size and shape. The HEP have important advantages: they are conceptually simple, easy to implement, and reasonably fast. Moreover, they are highly discriminative.
The proposed RTA uses a combination of two members of the HEP family of texture attributes: the widely known Local Binary Patterns (LBP) and the Coordinated Clusters Representation (CCR). In our approach, the LBP and the CCR are extracted separately from the same image and concatenated in a unified texture representation. The combination of the LBP and the CCR results in a descriptor that represents the texture structure of the patterns on a given fabric. Each feature is described in the following subsections.
1) LOCAL BINARY PATTERN
The Local Binary Pattern (LBP) operator, introduced by Ojala et al. [41] , is one of the most popular methods for representing texture. The LBP is a theoretically simple yet efficient approach, to characterize the local spatial structure of texture. This operator labels a pixel of an image by thresholding its neighbors in function of the pixel intensity, and adding the thresholded values, weighted by powers of two. According to Ojala, a monochrome texture image T in a local neighborhood is defined as the joint distribution of the gray levels of P(P > 1) image pixels T = t(g c , g 0 , . . . , g P−1 ), where g c is the gray value of the center pixel, and g p (p = 0, 1, . . . , P−1) are the gray values of P pixels spaced equally on a circle radius R(R > 0), forming a neighbor set circularly symmetric. If the coordinates of g c are (x c , y c ), then the coordinates of g p are (x c −R sin(2π p/P), y c +R cos(2πp/P)). The LBP value for the pixel g c is defined in the Eq. 5.
Different technical variations of the LBP have been proposed. However, it has been shown that the combination of two resolutions, with 16 and 8 points of rotation invariant LBP with uniformity of 2 (LBP riu2 8,1+16,2 ) attains the best results in texture classification tasks. The total size of such binary descriptor is of 28 bins. More details can be further consulted in [41] .
2) REDUCED COORDINATED CLUSTERS REPRESENTATION
The Coordinated Clusters Representation (CCR) is a depiction for binary image characterization, proposed by Kurmyshev and Cervantes [47] . The texture description is performed by the occurrence of certain patterns. The CCR has been successfully used in a number of tasks [48] - [50] , showing a high discrimination performance. The description by Sanchez-Yanez et al. [51] computes the CCR using a rectangular window of W = I ×J pixels. The given window W extracts binary patterns CCR I ×J (See Eq. 7), and counts their occurrence in a histogram.
where s j is each bit of the binary string detected by W . The probability of distribution of binary patterns is the normalized histogram. Because the patterns are binary units, the number of all possible occurrences of the window W with I × J pixels size is 2 I ×J , this means that for the CCR 3×3 the histogram will have 2 9 = 512 bins. The CCR I ×J feature space can be observed as high-dimensional for some applications. Therefore, a further coding reduction (called FCCR) [42] , is considered in this paper.
According to Kurmyshev and Guillen-Bonilla, reduction of the complexity of a binary string may be achieved with a partition of bits, so that the string is represented by an ordered set of natural numbers. For instance, patterns computed by the CCR I ×J can be represented by I binary numbers of 2 J bits if they are obtained in a row manner, and by J numbers of 2 I bits if they are obtained in a column manner. Considering this fact, the codes extracted by CCR 1×J or by CCR I ×1 are very similar. Following this idea, the feature space complexity can be considerable reduced from 2 I ×J to 2 J by using only CCR 1×J . If we want to obtain information in two different directions, it is possible to concatenate two histograms of patterns: rows (CCR 1×J ) and columns (CCR I ×1 ). The size of the feature vector is of 2 I + 2 J bins. Such representation is known as the Reduced Coordinated Clusters Representation (RCCR I ×J ). When I = J = 3 the feature vector size is of 16 bins.
C. RULE-BASED DEFECT DETECTION
The proposed method RTA, which uses binary features in a rule-based approach, is illustrated in Figure 1 . This figure shows that the RTA is performed in two stages: training and testing.
Firstly in the training stage, both defect-free and defective images are submitted to a preprocessing stage. An example of each step in the preprocessing is presented also in Figure 1 . At the beginning, a simple equalization of the histogram is carried out. A binarization process is then performed, since the CCR features are obtained from binary images. In this case, we performed the widely-known Otsu algorithm [52] . Regarding that the proposed approach analyzes fabrics one design unit at a time, the size of the unit should be assessed. This task can be manually or automatically defined. For the RTA, the size is estimated automatically with the method proposed by Lizarraga-Morales et al. [53] . Such method has shown to be robust, accurate, and computationally efficient. Additionally, the method tolerates noise corruption, blur degradation and geometric deformations, which can be present in the textile industry.
After all the sub-images are separated, the features are computed from every sample. On one hand, LBP riu2 Subsequently, classification rules for the discrimination of healthy (defect-free) and defective samples are formulated using the MODLEM approach. An example of the type of rules formulated by the MODLEM is shown in Eq. 8.
where f 43 and f 5 are the probability of occurrence of the patterns corresponding to the 43th and 5th bins in the feature vector.
For the testing stage, we use a different set of defect-free and defective fabrics. Test images are also preprocessed and separated into sub-images (units). At the end, each unit from the test image is classified according to the rules previously learned. With this, the defects are located according to the labels of each unit.
III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section introduces the experiments conducted to evaluate the performance of our approach. The evaluation is carried out by a thorough quantitative analysis on a standard database. Firstly, the database used for experiments is presented and the different quantitative measures are defined. Afterwards, our method is compared to state-of-theart approaches and to other texture features.
A. QUANTITATIVE MEASURES AND DATASET
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed RTA for different types of designs, images of real fabrics with different defects were considered. For the experiments, we used the dataset provided by Ngan and Pang [31] from the University of Hong-Kong (UHK dataset). Such dataset is a standard basis for defect detection algorithms on patterned fabrics. It consists of three different fabrics belonging to the three major design groups called: a) p4m (box-patterned), b) p2 (star-patterned) and c) pmm (dot-patterned). Samples of the images belonging to the dataset used and their design unit are presented in Figure 2 . The corresponding estimated size of the units of each image are 25 × 26, 18 × 22, and 36 × 26 pixels, respectively. The pmm, p2, and p4m groups are called major from the 17 standard groups because all the other 14 groups can be transformed to these three by a geometric transformation [30] . An advantage of this dataset is that sets of defective samples previously labeled with five of the most common defects occurring in the textile industry are provided: Broken End (BE), Thick Bar (TkB), Thin Bar (TnB), Hole (H) and Multiple Netting (MN). Furthermore, for each defective image, a ground-truth is available and can be used to quantify the performance of different methods. The complete database consists of 30 defect-free and 25 defective images (5 images for each defect) of each pattern. Samples of the different defects on each pattern are shown in Figure 3 . As we can see, defects are of different types, sizes, and contrast levels, making their detection a challenging task. From the database, we separated two subsets of images (units) for our experiments: training and testing. To generate the training set, 500 overlapped samples were extracted from defect-free images, for each pattern. Additionally, we added other 500 overlapped defective samples from the 5 different defects. The rules dataset was built in order to separate two classes: defective and defect-free samples of each pattern. For the testing set, 25 defective images from each pattern were uniformly divided into non-overlapped samples of the size of the minimal unit. For the p4m pattern (box), the division results in 2250 samples, 135 defective and 2115 defect-free sample units. Images in the p2 (star) group were divided in 4125 non-overlapped sample units, 270 defective and 3855 defect-free ones. The division of the pmm (dot) patterned images results in 1575 non-overlapped samples of both defective (105) and non-defective (1470) units. It is important to point out that special care was taken to guarantee that the training and testing sets are completely different. For testing we follow the widely used Hold-out method (H-method). Traditionally, the H-method splits the available samples into two groups, use one part for training, and the other part for calculating accuracy. In our case, we use only 10% for training and 90% for testing. The estimated accuracy is pessimistically biased [54] , which is desirable for testing any classification algorithm.
For a quantitative evaluation, we adopted the evaluation setup mentioned by Ngan et al. [55] to measure the accuracy of detection. Specifically, we measured the accuracy of our method using the Detection Success Rate (DSR) also known as detection accuracy, which is defined in Eq. 9.
DSR =
Number_of _samples_correctly_detected Total_number_of _samples (9) where samples include defective and non-defective samples.
Each sample of each test image can be classified either as defective or non-defective according to the rules. Such classification is compared to the ground-truth: if the classification is TRUE, the sample is correctly detected.
B. EVALUATION USING DIFFERENT TEXTURE DESCRIPTORS
The first experiment is carried out to assess the discrimination capacity of the proposed feature vector. For this experiment, we consider the single LBP descriptor and the single CCR descriptor. Additionally, we take into account the basic LBP and its most important variations, LBP riu2 8,1 , LBP riu2 8,1+16,2 . Such variations were selected because according to Ojala et al. [41] , they have demonstrated the highest discrimination performance in texture classification tasks. For the CCR, we use the basic CCR 3×3 and RCCR 3×3 . Additionally, in order to explore different capacities of our system, the combination of LBP riu2 8,1+16,2 and RCCR 3×3 was also tested. The comparison was carried out using the same database and changing the descriptor in our method.
The results obtained from the average DSR of our method using different texture descriptors are shown in Table 1 
C. COMPARISON WITH OTHER DEFECT DETECTION METHODS
A comparison was performed between RTA and other five state-of-the-art methods. These methods are: i)the JensenShannon Divergence (JSD, 2012) [56] , ii)the Modified Local Binary Patterns-based method (MLBP, 2008) [32] , iii) the Bollinger bands (BB, 2008) [34] , iv) Texture filtering and K-means clustering (TFKM, 2018) [57] , and v) Pattern Template Correction (PTC, 2018) [58] . To our knowledge, these methods are the state-of-the-art in the field, and show high accuracy for defect detection applications. These methods were evaluated using the same database and the same metric (DSR), allowing a direct comparison.
The first test was performed for the dot-patterned fabric (pmm group). For this pattern, we evaluated 25 defective fabric images of 256×256 pixels, 5 images for each 5 defects. Each fabric was uniformly divided into non-overlapped unit samples of 36×26 pixels. Such division resulted in 1575 samples, 105 defective and 1470 defect-free sample units. The DSR performance of each method for every defect is presented in Table 2 The second test was performed for the box-patterned fabric (p4m group). For the test step, we used 25 images divided into non-overlapped unit samples of 25 × 26 pixels. Such division results in 2250 samples, 135 defective and 2115 defect-free sample units. Table 3 shows that the best DSR is 97.6%, achieved by the MLBP method. However, the second highest DSR is attained by RTA with 96.7%. The DSR for star-patterned fabrics are presented in Table 4 . For the testing stage of this pattern, 4125 non-overlapped samples were taken from the 25 defective images. From these samples, 270 were defective and 3855 were healthy. For this test, our RTA attains the best performance for Hole and Multiple Netting defects. Our method also achieves the highest average DSR of 98.02%. In contrast, the average DSR of JSD, MLBP, BB, TFKM, and PTC are of 97.98%, 97.0%, 94.6%, 94.0%, and 95.7%, respectively.
Considering the average of the results, our RTA obtains the higher DSR of 97.66% for all the samples from the 3 major wallpaper groups. In contrast, other state-of-the-art methods obtain overall results of 96.86%, 96.93%, 95.26%, 94.6%, and 94.23% for the JSD, MLBP, BB, TFKM, and PTC approaches, respectively. Regarding the processing time of the proposed approach, the average computation time for analyzing one image requires 60ms using a non-optimized MATLAB/WEKA implementation in an ordinary Intel Core i3 CPU.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a rule-based approach for defect detection on patterned fabrics was proposed. Using a rough-set-based approach, our method automatically learns features of patterned fabrics. Our rule-based system provides a practical tool for building automatic methods where a high performance is required. On one hand, we found that the combination of two different features is highly discriminative, since it captures the local structure using local and global thresholds. Moreover, we use only 44 features in this work, which reduces the dimensionality in comparison to the other approaches (54 of MLBP and 256 of JSD). On the other hand, the use of a rough-set-based approach allows our RTA system to represent the characteristics of fabrics using a simple set of rules. The evaluation of the proposed RTA was performed with tests on real fabric images. Quantitative results exhibits that our RTA is robust in finding defects of different types, sizes and contrast levels, and it has shown to be more accurate than other state-of-the-art approaches.
